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CBE has over 40 years of history, and is
a European leader in electrical and
electronic systems applied to the

recreational vehicle sector. Based in Trento, in
northern Italy, the company proposes custo-
mized solutions and manufactures control
panels, 12V and 230V distribution boxes,
battery chargers, tankprobes, sockets, swit-
ches and complete RVs wiring harnesses.
CBE isn’t just an OEM system supplier, but
also produces first installation accessories
and boasts a long tradition in the supply of
photovoltaic modules for a variety of RV
manufacturers. CBE photovoltaic modules
feature monocrystalline or polycrystalline sili-
con cells and are fitted with high quality glass

and subjected to a special anti-reflection tre-
atment that guarantees maximum perfor-
mance. The high transmittance tempered
glass used is shockproof and weatherproof.
The module's back cover prevents air and
moisture infiltration, thus isolating the elec-
trical contacts and avoiding any possibility of
oxidation. CBE photovoltaic modules are
assembled according to the most advanced
technologies, responding to the require-
ments of European standards, and are cove-
red by a 25-year warranty on declared power.
The 2018 product range includes three ver-
sions: 100 Watts, 135 Watts (replacing the
current 120 Watts) and the 90 Watt “boo-
ster” version. The novelty is the 135 Watt

photovoltaic module, which is manufactured
to the same dimensions and weight specifi-
cations as its 120 Watt predecessor, but
thanks to improved cell performance mana-
ges to provide 12.5% more power, at virtual-
ly the same cost. The so-called “booster”
module also provides innovative features,
with a dedicated regulator (PBS90), designed
and developed by CBE to provide maximum
power even at voltages lower than those of
the battery, with enhanced performance and
an output that comes close to that of a 120
Watt unit. Unlike traditional 32 or 36 cell
panels, this module uses only 21 cells, redu-
cing its weight and size by about 25%, at a
lower end cost. Ideal for compact vehicles
with limited roof space, and naturally for
vans. CBE also provides pre-assembled solu-
tions with cable glands that facilitate initial
installations and prevent risks associated with
the use of wiring with inadequate cross sec-
tions that would otherwise compromise the
system’s performance.

“Last year, we presented our new charge
regulator to recreational vehicle manufactu-
rers, and the time has come to retire the old
PRS240,” states Dorian Sosi, Italy sales mana-
ger. “Indeed, users are increasingly mounting
two photovoltaic modules: our PRS300 is
capable of operating up to a maximum
power of 300 Watts. The new regulator also
provides some high-end features, such as a
third dedicated charge line for AGM batte-
ries, as an addition to the two existing lines
for gel and lead-acid batteries. An interesting
option for RV manufacturers is to make use

The new solar charge regula-
tor PRS300  and the touch test
panel PT642.

Refreshing the Solar
System range

CBE is a leading European manufacturer of electrical systems and
electronic components for the caravanning sector, also speciali-
zing in photovoltaic modules and the production of accessories
for solar energy systems. Recently, they have renewed two of
their most noteworthy control devices: the PRS300 charge regu-
lator and PT642 test panel.
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of a BUS version of the PRS300 to interface with some models of the
CBE range of control panels, enabling them to directly display the
power delivered by the photovoltaic module at no added cost. Lastly,
the technology adopted by this new regulator allows for a greater
output on photovoltaic modules.” The regulator aesthetically main-
tains the same shape and dimensions of the previous PRS240 model,
with new colors and an additional LED that signals the “ON” mode
on the photovoltaic module.
In combination with the PRS300 regulator, the PT642 test panel can

also be installed, the latter being the first in line of a new range of
products making use of an LCD display and touch technology. This
device simultaneously displays on the screen both the battery voltage
and the photovoltaic module’s instantaneous charge current, provi-
ding all relevant data for monitoring the photovoltaic system at a
glance. After a brief period of inactivity, the test panel automatically
enters standby mode to save on energy consumption. Simply touch
the screen to light up the data once again. The PT642 test panel can
also be used in combination with the Modular Plates range, making
it customizable with a variety of color frames. 

Battery Duo System 180 

The new Battery Duo System 180 is capable of managing the charge
and discharge of two service batteries. Compared to the previous
model, BDS-150, it provides enhanced performance at lower opera-
ting consumption, can manage currents up to a maximum of 180
amperes, and connects to an App developed specifically by CBE for
iOS and Android devices. The BDS-180 and App are connected via
dedicated Wi-Fi: i.e. the BDS-180 acts as an access point, allowing
Smartphones and tablets to connect via the Wi-Fi system. This ena-
bles managing both manual and automatic operating modes, as well
as providing users with a range of very useful information, such as a
voltmeter and ammeter, for measuring the status of each battery, and
a real-time display of charge and discharge values. One useful fun-
ction calculates the level of autonomy: once the capacity and age of
the batteries have been set, the App uses an algorithm to calculate
the residual capacity, communicating it to the user so that the energy
consumption can be monitored. In addition, the App contains the
BDS-180 user manual, a reporting data logger for errors occurring
during charge and discharge phases, a history of charges and dischar-
ges during the lifetime of each battery, and a report on the condition
of the batteries. 

W ith a history of more than 40 years, CBE is a leading
company in Europe in the field of electrical and

electronic systems for recreational vehicles and boats.
Headquartered in Trento, Italy, CBE is a project partner of
motorhome and caravan manufacturers around the
world. CBE develops customised solutions for all aspects
of on-board electrical systems, from control panels to
distribution boards, from chargers to sensors, sockets,
switches and even complete vehicle wirings. Quality,
reliability and safety are constant features of CBE's ope-
rational dynamics. CBE has obtained UNI EN ISO
9001:2000 certification.
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The control panel PC380 connected
to the BUS version of PRS300.

Some screenshots of the
Battery Duo System 180 APP
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